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ZENK ONE & MARA
PICCIONE
Grote Markt

We start the Blind Wall Date Route at the 'Grote Markt'! 

Walk to one of the most visited tourist attractions of the city: the
'Grote Kerk' (great church).  The famous church is undergoing
quite some alterations and renovation. The ugly white fence
gives us the opportunity to organise the project 'Kerk
Binnenstebuiten' (the church inside out).

This project is a joint initiative of the Grote Kerk and Blind Walls
Gallery, where we give artists the assignment to make work
inspired by the rich interior of the church.

The goat and lion are made by artist Zenk One. His work depicts
the ability to travel, heavenly spheres, fertility and strength.

Mara Piccione was inspired by the well-known words Capre
Diem (seize the day).

Besides the church you'll see the City Hall with its beautiful
balustrade. Together they ensure newlyweds for the most
romantic wedding photos.
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JUKKA HAKANEN
Koevoet

The mural by Jukka Hakanen (FI) is located in the Koevoetsteeg.
The mural is a contemporary version of the early still-life painting.
Hakanen was inspired by the surrounding restaurants located in
the street.

Food and romance go hand-in-hand. Everyone knows the
popular saying 'the way to a man's heart is through his stomach'.
The saying exists in various other languages such as Dutch,
German, Italian and Turkish.

Here are some fun facts: 87% of the Dutch population find it
attractive when their partner or date can cook. And



almost two-thirds of the world population is attracted to people
with the same culinary preferences.

So, here comes the million-dollar question: do you and your
date/ partner love the same cuisine?
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KELSEY MONTAGUE
Oude Vest 34

The mural of  Kelsey Montague (USA) gives you wings! Kelsey
started her 'what lifts you' project 6 years ago. The work invites
people to photograph themselves in front of the wings and share
their inspiration through social media with the hashtag
#WhatLiftsYou.

Don't forget to tag us in your photo with @blindwallsgallery and
#blindwalls

Kelsey Montague working on her mural in 2017
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STEPHEN ESPO POWERS
Molsparking

Blind Walls Gallery transformed this parking lot into an interesting
street art hot spot. Especially for the Date Route, we explain some
of the murals located at the site.

The mural of  Stephen ESPO powers (US) is located nearby the
parking ticket machines. Powers processed his conversations
with residents and passersby in his mural, as a love letter to the
city. Powers did this during the first Koningsdag (Kings day) with
‘orange fever’ at its best. Koninginnedag (Queen’s day) is history,
but according to Powers every day is ‘Queensday’ with a daily
ode to all women.
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HEDOF
Molsparking

Walk towards the Akkerstraat and on your left, you'll see a mural
of Hedof (Breda, NL).

With this mural, Hedof hopes to make people aware of the
deforestation of the rainforest for palm oil. Palm plantations have
expanded rapidly in Indonesia, at the expense of rainforests.  The
mural consists of a bird of paradise that’s being comforted by a
girl, and a frog that’s protecting them from the rain, there are also
plants, cut down trees and a tarsier that represent the Indonesian
rainforest. At this rate, the habitat of the bird of paradise will
eventually vanish, a species that can only be found on the
Indonesian island of Papua.

The mural serves as an example to love all species, from
humanity to animals and nature.

There are a lot more murals to discover at the Mols Parking. Go
on a tour with one of our guided tours and discover all the unique
stories.
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ISAKOV
Akkerstraat 16

This mural is an ode to the Maria Hemelvaartskerk (Church of the
Ascension). Isakov (UA) created a design inspired by the Maria
Hemelvaart church, which was built at the end of the 19th
century, where the Houtmarkt passage is situated now.  The
church closed in the sixties and eventually demolished, despite
local residents protesting against it.

The church is still a popular wedding venue. On average, a
marriage costs 15,000 euros and most marriages take place in
the spring and summer. Start saving your money ;)
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MAIKKI RANTALA
Akkerstraat

This historical miniature house with brick facades and many
corners is a real challenge to paint. The story of this mural dates
back to the 19th century when there was a catering school
located at this site. Maikki Rantala (FI) refers to this with a variety
of ceramic plates in traditional Dutch, Spanish, Italian, Chinese,
Arabic and even Finnish styles.

Famous Dutch cook Rudolph van Veen was a student at the
catering school. He was awarded the title of Master Patissier in
2010.
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TWEE MUIZEN
Akkerstraat

When you walk towards Ginnekenstraat (the main shopping
street) you'll find the mural of Twee Muizen (ES). The mural tells a
sad story about self-love and acceptance.

The woman in the painting is Maria van Antwerpen, born in 1719.
Maria (from Breda) applied for the army as the tailor Jan van Ant
and married a woman twice. One day, she was recognised as
Maria van Antwerpen and put on trial for ‘vulgar and severe
forgery’ and ‘mocking the godly and humanly laws’ and was
banned from Brabant. When Maria was asked about her motives
she answered 'in nature, I am male. But in appearance I am
female.' Years later, Maria returned to Breda unnoticed and
eventually died at the age of 62 in her home at the Oude Vest.

The needle visualise Maria's first disguise as a tailor. The rings
refer to her failed marriages. The bird is a symbol of freedom.
Something that was not self-evident in the past, and even in the
present-day.
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STREET ART FRANKEY
Markendaalseweg

A sun that never sets…

The River Mark returned to the inner center of Breda 10 years ago
with the realization of the harbor. The end of the project is in
sight, with the next section of the river being excavated from
2022 up to Fellenoordstraat. Part of the Nieuwe Mark are the
green quays that promote biodiversity and reduce heat stress.

Street Art Franky (NL) placed a sun that never sets and shines
when it is night. An evening stroll along the river has never been
so romantic!
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RUTGER TERMOHLEN
Rozemarijnstraat

Bunker Tattoo is a well-known name in Breda. In 2017 the tattoo
shop celebrated their 16th birthday, the perfect opportunity for a
homage. Blind Walls Gallery challenged the team to draw several
tattoo flashes that could be made into a mural. Artist and tattooist
at Bunker, Rutger Termohlen (NL), was offered the chance to
paint the flashes on a wall in large scale.

Tattoos... you love it or hate it. Nevertheless, a tattoo of your loved
one is the ultimate declaration of love! Do you have a tattoo of a
loved one on your body?
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FRAU ISA
Middellaan

When you think of Valentine, what comes to mind? Chocolate of
course! The two murals made by Frau Isa (AT) are an ode to the
19th century Kwatta chocolate factory.

The 16-meter high diptych shows a Kwatta girl (right) and a
Kwatta soldier (left), two familiar terms in Breda. The bars the
factory produced became world-famous in the Benelux. The
chocolate-bar wrappers had little soldiers pictured on them,
which could be collected as stamps, for a free bar or a toy



soldier.

Most Kwatta employees were young girls, famously known as the
Kwatta meisjes (girls). An original Kwatta-girl was present at the
official unveiling (August 18th 2019) of the murals, Corry
Dieckmann.
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RUTGER TERMOHLEN
Potkanstraat

In this alley, you can see various murals by Anti-Held (NL), Joren
Joshua (NL), Daniel van de Haterd (NL) and Rutger Termohlen
(NL). These murals are specially made to visually improve the
Potkanstraat.

Termohlen made a beautiful lady surrounded by aquatic plants
and an octopus. The fisherman's wife looks wistfully over the
harbor where her lover left.

The love story is also a reference to the Hoge Brug (bridge). For a
number of years, couples have been hanging a love lock on this
bridge, after which they throw the key in the water.
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JOREN JOSHUA
Potkanstraat

In this alley, you can see various murals by Anti-Held (NL), Joren
Joshua (NL), Daniel van de Haterd (NL) and Rutger Termohlen
(NL). These murals are specially made to visually improve the
Potkanstraat.

The partying duo, with a drink and a bitterbal (typical Dutch
snack) in their hand, pays a tribute to the Breda nightlife that has
flourished here since the 1960s.

This was the last mural! Fancy a new date? Maybe next time you
can make our Blind Walls Gallery jigsaw-puzzle together!


